
Animal Sounds Assessment

Total Marks - 20

Strands Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Total

Total

Marks

5 5 5 5 20

Marks

Obtained

W1f. Identify and write the beginning sounds of  /m/,/d/,/g/,

/o/,/c/, both in capital and small letters.           5 marks

Q. 1: Write down the sounds of the beginning letter of the animal

both in capital and small under each picture:

D d O o C c H h M m



*Every correct answer gets 1 mark.

W 2c: Use information gained from words in a seen text 5 marks

(>50 <130) to demonstrate understanding of the text.

Q. 2: Read the passage and answer the questions given below.

Alok: Yes I know! You are Letter Gg and you make the sound /g/.

Letter Gg: Well done Alok!

Letter Gg: Now, can you name some animals that start with /g/?

Alok: Goat and gorilla.

Letter Oo: Children, you are amazing!

Letter Oo: I am Letter Oo and I make the sound /o/. Vidya and Alok

can you name some animals with the /o/ sound?

Vidya: Ostrich.

Alok: Octopus.

Vidya: Owl.

Letter Oo: Vidya and Alok, you are awesome!

Letter Cc: What sounds do the cat and cow make?

Vidya: The cat mews and the cow moos.

Letters: Well done! Did you enjoy the game?

Vidya: It was fantastic! It has stopped raining. Come, let’s make some

paper boats and go out to play.

1. What are the names of the animals that start with the sound

/g/ ?

a. goat and gorilla b. monkey and mouse  c. dog and deer



2. Who called Vidya and Alok awesome?

a. Magic Potli b. Letter O c. Letter Dd

3. Who makes the sound Moo?

a. mouse b. cow c. dog

4. What did Vidya and Alok play with, after the rain stopped?

a. paper boat b. toys c. marbles

5. The cat _______..

barks b. mews c. moos

*Every correct answer gets 1 mark.

W 3a: Identify seen vocabulary words. 5 marks

Q. 3:Match the word to the picture:



*Every correct answer gets 1 mark.

W 4a: Spell seen vocabulary (sight +CVC) words. 5 marks

Q. 4: Write the correct spelling of the called out words:

1.had

2.by

3.words



4.what

5.but

*Every correct spelling gets 1 mark.


